In a recent paper by S. Bloom (Pointwise multipliers of weighted BMO spaces, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 105 (1989), 950-960), there are some inaccuracies. In this note, we give a counterexample to his "theorem" and a corrected form with proof under a suitable condition on weights. We also give some remarks and examples.
Introduction
Throughout this note, w will be a doubling measure on R" , i.e., there is a nonnegative function w(x) satisfying the property w(J) = / w(x)dx < Cu;(7), whenever cubes 7, J satisfy 7 c J and |7| < 2"|7|. Furthermore, we always assume (*) w(x) > Ci > 0, x £ I for all cubes 7.
(This is equivalent to saying that / £ L\oc(w(x)dx) implies / £ L,10c(Kn).) D will denote the set of all dyadic cubes, i.e., 0 = < cubes of the form f[[kj2l, (kj + 1)2'); keZ", I £l\.
For a cube 7 and an / £ L^E"), fi is defined by // = 4t J, f(x) dx . The dyadic maximal operator is M*dfi(x) = sup{\f,\; x£l, 7eD}.
A locally integrable function b is said to belong to BMOu, if I|6||bmo", =sup|--J \b(x)-b,\dx\ <+oc, where the supremum is taken over all cubes 7 with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. A locally integrable function b is said to belong to BMOffl> (/ if II&IIbmo. " = supi ---j \b(x) -bi\ dx \ < +co.
7€D (W(l) Ji )
A 77J-atom is a function supported in a cube 7 with J a(x)dx -0 and ||a||oo < l/w(I). f £ H^ if there exist to-atoms {aj} and a sequence {Xj} £ /' such that / = J^Xjaj in Lx(w), and we set For our weight w , we have the following (cf. [6] ).
Proposition \. fi £ L/0C(Mn) belongs to 77^ d if and only if M*df £ Lx (w), and Wdfi\\D(w) is equivalent to \\f\\H> .
We note that this proposition does not hold for general doubling measures, even if w £ AP(R") (1 < p and pn < n + 1) (hence w £ Dpn in the sense of Stromberg-Torchinsky [5] ) and the convergence of atoms in the definition of 77^, is taken in the sense of distributions, see Example 1 in §3. Here Ap is Muckenhoupt's weight class.
Next, modifying the proof of the 77'-BMO duality by Coifman and Weiss The following lemma is proved easily. 
Remarks
A counterexample to Theorem 1.7 of Bloom [1] . For the sake of simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional case. Let w(x) -1/(1 + |x|'/2) and d>(x) £ C°°(R) such that <f>(x -\) is odd, tf>(x) = 1 (x > 1), and ||0||oo < 1. Then one can show that tf> satisfies (1) and (2) Since 2--'+1a,(x)/77j([0, 2)) is a (w, (7)-atom, these show our assertion.
Remark 2. E. Nakai characterizes the pointwise multipliers of BMO", in the case w(I(x, sr)) < Csn+Xw(l(x, r)), s > 1, x £ R" , r > 0 (where 7(x, r) is the cube with center x and sidelength r, this condition is called D"+x in [5] ), including the case / ,j+JxY = +oc • He a^so considers more general BMO spaces than ours. By our method, the converse of Proposition 3 can be derived under the condition w £ Dn+X , and hence is included in the work of Nakai. However, there are doubling weights that satisfy (*) and / wx*L>f < 00, but does not satisfy Dn+X . We give an example in the one-dimensional case, for the sake of simplicity, however, the proof we omit. Example 2. Let 1 < r < +oc and 0 < a < P < 1 . Set ' min(|x|-Q, (2"^/<'-1» + |x-2^|)r-1), \X~V\ < 1, w(x) = < y' = 2,3,..., |x|_a, otherwise.
Then, w £ Ap (p > r) but w ^ Ar, w d-ds (s < r). It also holds that w(x) > \x\-t and J V&ffi < +oc .
Remark 3. Multiplication operators are not well defined on cosets of BMO. So, BMO should be a set of functions, when one says " 0 multiplies BMO ", etc.
In this context, even in the unweighted case the set of pointwise multipliers of BMO(Rn) contains nonconstant functions (cf. [4] ), which contradicts Bloom's Theorem 1.6. Although we cannot trust his theorems concerning BMO", in [1] , his ideas are good ones. Our work depends heavily on his paper. The author thanks the referee for his suggestions, especially in Proposition 3
and Remark 3.
